[Experimental and biochemical aspects of crystalline lens induction during embryogenesis].
The lens induction is a two-step process and involves morphogenetic influences from the archencepalic endoderm and optic vesicle. One can suggest that the lens induction is primed by specific proteins which are synthesized and secreted by the optic vesicle cells. The proteins-inductors appear to penetrate in the cells and, while interacting (directly or via the cytoplasm) with the nuclei, "programme" the ectodermal cells towards the lens differentiation. The contact interactions and extracellular matrix are of substantial, but not crucial value for the lens induction. The synthesis of specific proteins (crystallins) is to be considered as the most objective criterion of lens differentiation. In vertebrates, there is a lag-period between the moment of lens induction and synthesis of crystallins which is the most long-term in amphibians. The chick embryos constitute an exception and the synthesis of crystallin mRNA occurs in them a few hours after the lens induction. The developing retina loses its capacity to induce lens but stimulates the processes of fiber formation and synthesis of crystallins. A factor was found in the definitive lens epithelium which may be considered as a possible regulator of lens differentiation. On the basis of experiments with heterogenous and native lens inductors, a suggestion is put forward to the effect that the activity of inducing substances is determined by a definite determinant group of the molecule, rather than by the whole molecule.